
CS5  
Compact Series 
Micro-Scrubber

Maximize Runtime 
The lightweight and compact lithium-
ion battery provides 75 minutes of 
run time (50 minutes with optional 
battery) and can be easily swapped 
out to extend run time.

Forward and Reverse Drying  
With a two-squeegee system 
design, drying can be done in 
forward and reverse eliminating 
the need to turn allowing for 
cleaning in tight spaces.  

Compact Size & Lightweight  
Easy to operate in tight spaces  
and store in crowded storage  
rooms. Weighing fewer than 44 
pounds makes it easy to maneuver 
and transport.

Powerful Levels of Clean

Stop the mopping and experience the powerful cleaning 

abilities of the entry-level CS5 micro-scrubber.  The small 

size and portable design make it as convenient as a mop 

and bucket, but it cleans and dries faster and avoids the 

use of dirty water for a more effective result.

R E I N V E N T  H O W  T H E  W O R L D  C L E A N S

Lithium-Ion Battery 
Technology

Reverse Dry System

Included Technologies
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1. Adjustable handle adjusts
to the comfort level of the
operator and allows for
cleaning under and around
obstacles.

2. Easily removable tanks
allows for filling and dumping
of water or solution nearly
anywhere including
small sinks.

3. Scrubbing action standard
brush with wear indicator
provides a powerful clean
on multi-floor surfaces and
indicator shows when it’s
time to replace.

4. Battery charge indicator
alerts operator of remaining
battery power indicated by
green, yellow and red lights.

5. Quiet running allows for
cleaning in conjested areas
at any time of day with
minimal disruption.

6. Simplicity in design easy
to use and operate while
enabling site locations and
operators to self-support and
maintain.

Inside the CS5

For a demonstration or additional information,  
call 1300 799 312 or email sales@capitalequipment.com.au
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CS5 Specifications

Specifications subject to change without notice and will vary throughout the operation of the machine; averages are shown. 
* Run times are based on Continuous Scrubbing Run Times.

** For CE compliance, sound level is measured as an A-weighted sound pressure level per ISO 11201 and reported in 
accordance with ISO 4871.

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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FEATURE SPECIFICATION

Cleaning path 280 mm
Productivity (per hour) Theoretical Max 976 m2
Estimated coverage 639 m2
Max speed 3.5 kmh
Brush RPM 160
Brush/pad pressure 12 kg
Solution tank capacity 5 L
Recovery tank capacity 5 L
Battery run time (up to hours)* 75 mins (Standard) | 50 mins (optional)
Battery voltage 36
Length x width x height (handle in upright position) 615 x 412.5 x 1049 mm
Length x width x height (storage position with handle folded down) 770 x 412.5 x 399 mm
Weight (with Batteries) 44.53 lbs (standard) - 43.65 lbs (optional) / 20.2 kg (standard) - 19.8 kg (optional)
Sound level (operator’s ear)** 63 dBA
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